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	Radiological Protection (Landolt-Börnstein: Numerical Data and Functional Relationships in Science and Technology - New Series), 9783540202073 (3540202072), Springer, 2005

	The volume Radiological Protection is not only a compilation of numerical data and functional relationships for practical purposes. Rather a comprehensive accompanying text is intended to impart to the scientific or professional user of Radiological Protection both data, the concepts and scientific bases of the discipline devoted to prevention of health risks to man from exposure to ionizing radiations and radionuclides. It contains contributions of experts internationally qualified in scientific disciplines or subjects such as radiation physics, biology and medicine, external and internal dosimetry of ionizing radiation and radionuclides, decontamination and decorporation of radionuclides, physical and biological measuring techniques, assessment of radiation shielding (restricted to an extent being necessary for completion of tasks of practical radiological protection, specifically in the field of lower energies).


	The CD-ROM delivered with the hardcopy of the volume contains the full text of the volume and in addition information and data, which would be beyond the scope of the printed version, within the interactive programme SISy (for MS-Windows only). These refer e.g. to decay data of radionuclides or normalized excretion functions for monitoring workers by quantitative assessment of intakes of radionuclides and calculation of resulting doses.
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SAS 9.1.3 Language Reference: Dictionary, 3-Volume SetSAS Institute, 2004
New and enhanced features in Base SAS save you time, effort, and system resources by providing faster processing and easier data access and management, more robust analysis, and improved data presentation.

	 By using new SAS system options that enable threading and the use of multiple CPUs, the following SAS procedures take...



		

The Ultimate VB.NET and ASP.NET Code BookApress, 2003
Have you noticed that the majority of .NET books seem intent on hiding you  from real-world code? You can buy a 1,500-page draft excluder, study it  intensively for a month, and still be none the wiser as to how to write basic  programs. This book isn’t like that. 

Within these pages, you’ll learn how to create exciting new...


		

Logic Minimization Algorithms for VLSI Synthesis (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 1984

	The roots of the project which culminates with the writing of
	this book can be traced to the work on logic synthesis started in 1979 at
	the IBM Watson Research Center and at University of California,
	Berkeley. During the preliminary phases of these projects, the impor
	tance of logic minimization for the synthesis of area and...





	

Neural Networks TheorySpringer, 2007
"Neural Networks Theory is a major contribution to the neural networks literature. It is a treasure trove that should be mined by the thousands of researchers and practitioners worldwide who have not previously had access to the fruits of Soviet and Russian neural network research. Dr. Galushkin is to be congratulated and thanked for his...

		

The Jazz Process: Collaboration, Innovation, and AgilityAddison Wesley, 2010

	"An insider’s guide to translating the creative techniques of jazz to the business world.”


	Scott Berkun, author of The Myths of Innovation


	 


	What Can Your Team Learn From Jazz...


		

Concise Computer Mathematics: Tutorials on Theory and Problems (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	Adapted from a modular undergraduate course on computational mathematics, Concise Computer Mathematics delivers an easily accessible, self-contained introduction to the basic notions of mathematics necessary for a computer science degree. The text reflects the need to quickly introduce students from a variety of educational backgrounds to a...
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